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ONLINE LEARNING

HOME-BASED LEARNING

Teaching & Learning Approaches During Pandemic
Bridging the Digital Gap and Reaching Out
HOME VISIT TO DELIVER THE LEARNING MATERIALS

PROVIDE PRINTED LEARNING MATERIALS

OFF-SITE CLASSES

Initiatives by Teachers in Malaysia
Initiatives by Teachers in the Philippines

Modular Distance Learning (MDL)
- Printed & Digital Learning Modules
- Home Visit

Parents’ Roles
- Module-ator
- Bundy-clock
- Home innovator
Initiatives by Teachers in Lao PDR
Teacher Training and Curriculum: Developing Teachers’ Understanding of Inclusive Principles

- Teachers’ Skillsets and Engagement
- Delivery Modality
- Home Environment
- Interrupted Learning
- Nutrition
- Increased Pressure
- Social Isolation
1. Create Accessible Materials
2. Record Lectures and Caption Videos and Audio Content
3. Adopt a Flexible Approach to Student Participation
4. Ensure Financial Support and Equipment
5. Understand Students' Needs
6. Provide Accessible and Searchable Learning Materials

Teacher Training and Curriculum: Developing Teachers’ Understanding of Inclusive Principles
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